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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO.

SUMMER WELLESFOR UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL NON.

New York,

Saturday,

Former U.S. Under-Secretary of State Sumner belles today called for an

agreement now between Britain, Russia, China and the U.S.A. that they would

cooperate within the framework of the Atlantic Charter after- the war, to be foilowed

by the creation of an. executive council of United Nations representatives to

decide issues not affecting the mil itairy conduct of the war.

Mr. Hellos was addressing the 25th anniversary luncheon of the U.S. Foreign

policy Association.’ He said in part:

We cannot overlook the fact that each step in the field of foreign policy which

we take today will determine cur nation’s course in the months and in the years to

come.

Many thousands of us are asking, ourselves what our objective should be. What

- to use the palmerstonian phrase - are the eternal and perpetual interests’ of the

United States which must be secured in the new epoch which we are approaching?

May 1, solely as one American citizen, who is not entitled in any way to speak
for our government, outline to you what I myself believe to be at least a partial
answer to those questions?

I believe that it will be the consensus of opinion that the irreducible minimum
of what should be obtained by the United Spates as the outcome of the victory in which
it -will share must be the practical certainty that in the world of the future, the

United States will be secure - safe from the threads of successful attack by any

power* or by any combination of powers; fully assured that its own free institutions

will suffer no jeopardy from foreign sources; and enabled, by reason of peace,

prosperity* and political and social stability in the rest of the world, to develop
its own national resources and its trade in such a manner as to make possible that

advance in social conditions and that rise in living standards which the vast majority
of our people seek. For we have, I believe* at long last* learned the lesson that

we cannot grew richer if the rest of the -world becomes poorer; and that the surest

guarantee of our prosperity is the prosperity of others.

From the standpoint of our political* economic* and strategic vital interests
it is likewise indispensable that if we are to achieve our own security every nation
of the western hemisphere must also obtain the same ample measure of assurance as

ourselves in the world of the future.

Those, it would seem, are the "eternal and perpetual interests” of the United

States.

It seems to me clear that these interests can never he safeguarded unless the

United States participate with the other nations of the earth in creating that kind
of free world organized under law, and made safe by armed might when necessary against
lawbreakers, which men and women have envisioned for centuries past.
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What are the alternatives? There can be but two
.... either 'widespread,

sporadic, and interminable chaos and anarchy, or a precarious and temporary system
of balance of power, with resultant armament expansion, and a policy of rank

imperialism on the part of all the major powers, including the United States, which

will pave the way, as surely as night follows day, for new, and still more

devastating wars .

'What. steps then can the United States now take to impel the establishment of

that kind of world order 'which alone can guarantee the security we seek?

Under existing conditions, the very concept of such an order implies the

agreement of the major military powers among the United Nations that in their own

interest such an order must be created. Unless the British, Soviet, Chinese, and

United States governments arrive jointly at a clear-cut and specific agreement in
the near future upon certain basic principles, the hope of the creation of a stable

world in the postwar years must necessarily be all but illusory. No stability,
no opportunity for effective social and economic reconstruction can be forecast

unless the great armed powers can now agree that they will wholeheartedly co-operate
in the spirit and within the framework of the Atlantic Charter after the Axis nations
have been forced to defeat.

Such an agreement between these four powers as that proposed must surely include
such cardinal points as the following:

That they will jointly undertake the task of keeping the peace of the world
in the postwar period, in accord with and in conjunction with such other members of the

United Nations as are qualified to take part in such endeavour, notably certain of

our neighbours of the New NorId and what we all hope will be the Fourth French
Republic; and that they will presently define the nature and method of provision
of the armed contribution which each under its own authority will make available

for this common undertaking.

That they will now agree upon the machinery to be set up by common consent which
will in the years after" the close of the present war provide for progressive reduction
of armaments as between themselves, and as among other nations.

That they will agree upon a common policy of realistic justice to be pursued
by them towards Germany and the other conquered Axis powers so as to render these
nations permanently incapable of renewing their assault upon civilization and the

liberties of independent peoples.

That they -will jointly agree not to take independent action "which affects the

sovereign rights of any other nation save with the concurrence of the other three

ppwers.

That they will jointly pledge themselves to further and go perfect, as rapidly
as post-war conditions may make possible, the establishment of a universal world

organization in ’Which, 'when it is ultimately established, the proposed agreement
between them 'Would be merged.

It 'Would he ingenuous to underestimate the material and practical difficulties

involved in finding the way towards can agreement upon these fundamental requirements.

'We enjoy today- a closer and more comprehending relationship with the peoples and

governments comprising the British Commonwealth of Nations than we have ever previously
possessed. Cur traditional friendship with China has been enhanced.

What we must imperatively strive to secure is that same full, measure of

understanding with the Russian people and their government.

In that spirit I cam confident that an agreement can he found.

Should it he possible to secure an agreement of this character it would constitute

the very solid foundation upon which there should immediately be constructed the first

rudimentary structure, in what later would he the expanded and perfected edifice of

the ultimate international organization.
Were
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Were a fourpower agreement of the kind proposed to be all that this country envisaged,
even if the powers participating in such an agreement operated by general delegation
from the other members of the United Nations, such an accord would necessarily tend to

stimulate the assumption by the four powers of the rights and prerogatives of world

dictators. It would constitute the very negation of international democracy. It would
be suspect in the minds of all of the lesser powers as an instrument in derogation of

their own sovereignty.

We, and the other major powers likewise, require the indispensable support and

confidence of all of the peoples of the United Nations, and of many of the remaining
neutral states as well, if we can hope to expedite the reconstruction of this tom and

shattered world and to hasten the day when there my exist a stable international order.

For these reasons I believe the second step which should be taken by the United
States as soon as the proposed fourpower agreement is reached, is to urge the formation

of an executive council composed of representatives of the United Nations, which should

remain in permanent session, with power to resolve such political or other questions as

may be referred to it by the United Nations, and which do not impinge upon the military
conduct of the war, involve the right of the powers which are doing the actual fighting
to determine freely the military strategy to be pursued, nor impair the provisions of the

suggested fourpower agreement.

To be effective, this suggested United Nations executive body should be small in

number so I would suggest that it be composed, in addition to delegates of the four

major military powers, of representatives elected by the states of each region, and

existing .associations of states, in a proportion and by a method to be determined by the

United Nations.

This executive council, which would eventually become the executive branch of any
perfected international organisation, should be granted supervisory jurisdiction over

all desirable international agencies - such as the international labour office or the food

ana agriculture committee - which nay already have been created, and should be also charged
with the duty of organising such further standing agencies as the United Nations may from

time to time deem necessary or desirable, and of formulating recommendations for sub-

mission to each one of the United Nations covering such fundamental requirements as a

rld court and other necessary permanent international bodies.

I am a convinced believer in the efficacy and in the need for the permanent continuance

of the existing inter-American regional system which has been brought into being by the

free will of the twentyone sovereign American republics.

Many months ago I expressed the belief that upon the cessation of hostilities we must

contemplate the need for a transition period during which many readjustments of many

kinds would have to be undertaken before any attempt could properly be made to set up any

pernanent world organistion. That is more than ever my belief, One can draw an infinite

number of invaluable conclusions from the experience which was had in 1919 when the

unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain rigid compliance by all nations with the detailed

and perfected covenant of the League of Nations. Mould it not be a wiser and more

practical approach in the new effort to start with the necessary basic agreements and

mechanisns, and then, during the transition period, agree upon the perfecting elaboration

of those agreements and mechanisms as changing conditions and experience may show it to

be expedient or necessary?

I most earnestly hope that when the time comes for these decisions to be made the

voice of the American people will be raised in the demand that in any new world

organistion that may be created, two great moral principles be for all tine established

by it.

The first of these is what should be the inalienable right of all peoples to enjoy
the freedoms of religion, of speech, and of information. No greater bulwark for peace
in the future can be built than through universal recognition of these freedoms as human

rights. Every nation which becomes a member of the international organisation to be set

up should be obligated, as a condition of its adherence, to show that its citizens are

guaranteed these rights by its national constitution.

nnd the second great principle likewise involves the question of human freedom*
New and powerful nationalistic forces are breaking into life through the earth, and in

particular in the vast regions of Africa, of the Near Hast, and of the Far Hast.

/Must not these
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Must not these forces, unless they are to be permitted to start new and devastating
inundations, be canalized through the channels of liberty into the great stream of

constructive and cooperative human endeavour?

ye all of us recognize that it will take many generations for some backward

peoples to be prepared for autonomy road self-government. But lam persuaded that any
international organization should establish the basic principle that no nation has
the inherent and unlimited right to govern subject peoples; that all nations which

possess jurisdiction over other peoples must recognize in effective fashion that such

control is to be exercised primarily for the purpose of preparing these alien races

to undertake the responsibilities of self-government as soon as they are capable
thereof; and that until they are fitted for autonomy the administering power, as a

trustee, must hold itself responsible for its administration to world public opinion
as represented in the international organization.

The right of all peoples to their liberty must .be confirmed as the moral force,

of public opinion long since established the fight of man to his individual freedom.
Ido not believe in the doctrine of a superior race. The enjoyment by peoples

of the right of self-determination is not limited by divine warrant, nor for that
matter by the Atlantic Charter, to the white race.

peoples capable of autonomous government should be possessed of that right
-whether they be yellow or brown, black or white..

ye are a. young and vigorous people. In armed might and in material resources

we are second to no power of the globe. ye are the greatest democracy in the
world today.. lie covet no inch of territory, and we possess no imperialistic
ambitions. Tie have entered this war to preserve our own liberties, and to join 'with

our allies in utterly destroying the most villainous tyrannies which modem man has

seen, and which, had they triumphed, would have made life intolerable for us all.

By the blood which cur fellow Americans are shedding for our country; by the

treasure which we have expended for.our own war effort and for that of our valiant

allies; by our own moral and material force in the world of today, I submit

that we possess not only the right, but the duty, to declare to the United Nations
and to the world at large what we believe should be the foundations upon which the
world of the future should be constructed, and what we are -prepared to contribute
to that end, so that this country of ours shall not again be plunged into war.

The United States must vigorously assert its willingness to assume leadership.
Ve have every moral and material advantage on our side. We have as our leader
the man who because of his brave vision and his wisdom is rightly regarded throughout
the world as the paladin of the forces of liberal democracy. If we avail ourselves
in time - of the opportunity which fate has granted us, an American can truly

say in the years to come:

"Not only have we by our efforts saved ourselves, hut we have with Good's
help guided the feet of suffering mankind into the paths of peace*"
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